A Directed Cyclic Graph approach is used to model interrelated vertices of fluctuating time, state and space. This model predicts a variety of phenomena for energy and space including a constant and maximum speed at which any moving entity can travel, and predictions for time elapsed differing for a moving entity relative to a stationary entity. The model has proven amenable to computer modelling, and a sample algorithm is described in the appendix (the assistance of University College London Computer Science department is gratefully acknowledged).
The interrelated nature of space and time has not been thoroughly examined from the perspective of directed graphs, and yet as Pearl notes this is an excellent apparatus for study since "causality has been mathematicised" Pearl (2000) .
In this paper, we investigate a directed graph representation of interrelated space, time and state structures and explore some of the properties that such a causal structure implies.
IFE Graphs
This paper makes uses of a particular type of directed (cyclic) graph termed an Interrelated Fluctuating Entity (IFE).
An IFE is defined through four principal components: its elements, the rules which govern the cycle between these elements, the triggers that initiate cycling between states, and the layout of its position in terms of adjacency to other IFEs.
Elements
Each IFE has a set number of elements. For example: (0,1,2,3,4,5). There are a minimum of 2 elements for an IFE and no maximum. Once activated by a trigger, the IFE will cycle through this set of elements in a fixed sequence governed by rules defining this cycling.
Rules governing the cycling between elements
On activation by a trigger from an adjacent IFE:
(i) The IFE can be defined to cycle only from one element to the next until a further trigger or to cycle through the complete set of states following a single trigger (ii) Movement can be defined to cycle forward or backward through the set of elements (iii) On reaching a specified element value (e.g. 5 in the above instance) the IFE can be determined to:
(a) return to the start element (b) cycle back to the start element (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) where it may stop or continue to oscillate (c) remain at the specified element value
Trigger
Each IFE is triggered to change element by a particular specified change in element of an adjacent IFE. An IFE can be determined to activate an adjacent IFE by: 
Example 1 -Dominoes (time independent)
A sequence of falling Dominoes constitutes a simple example of a connected group of a single type of IFE. Applying a layout of five dominoes in a one dimensional row, if we tip the first one over then the next will fall, which triggers the next one to fall
We indicate an upright domino element as 1, and a fallen domino element as 0. Then we can define a set of IFEs for domino states using a directed graph so that once the first domino /STATE/ cycles to a fallen element, it triggers a spatially adjacent domino /STATE/ to cycle to a fallen element, which triggers the next... Once the first domino /STATE/ is activated, at the first spatial position, then the other IFE domino /STATE/'s will follow suit. However, it will be noted that there is no notion of time in this formulation. Whilst the IFE graph approach is principally concerned with changes through time, time is not implicit in the model: time is a construct only that arises as a defined and dependent IFE itself, which we shall consider in the next example. To include a time measure, we introduce a further set of interrelated IFE /TIME/ counters c (mapping the spatial positions of the /STATE/ indicators), each of which is triggered by a change in adjacent Domino /STATE/:
IFE: Domino /TIME/ Elements: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) Rules: stop on reaching 20
Trigger: adjacent Domino /STATE/ advancing to 1
In this case, each separate Domino /STATE/ "falls" and triggers at its spatial position an IFE /TIME/ measure which counts to a value of 10 units and then stops. We can measure the time taken for each of the five clocks, and would expect time measured for the domino disturbance to travel five dominoes to total 50 time units. If we know the distance that separates each domino, then we can calculate the velocity of the disturbance.
However, this method only associates an independent time with each sep-arate domino. It does not provide a continuity of cumulative moving time that both increases and is associated with each successive domino. In order to achieve this, we can adapt the model.
Example 3: Domino (Time Integrated)
To map the physical situation a little more closely, in this case we utilise 3 elements for domino /STATE/: 0 -vertical, 1 -tipping, 2 -face down/horizontal.
Using a notation of (Space, State, Time) and starting with the first fallen domino, we obtain a cycle that moves:
In order to ensure a continuity in time across dominoes, we interrelate the /TIME/, /SPACE/ and /STATE/ IFE's. Thus we adjust the /STATE/ trigger so that a change of s( = 10) units in the /TIME/ IFE in one domino spatial position is the trigger for the change in the domino /STATE/ at the next spatial position, with the time measure carried forward to this next spatial position.
A particularly elegant means of achieving this dispenses with the physical structure and regards the spatial layout abstractly as itself an IFE which interacts with the IFEs of /STATE/ and /TIME/. This employs a nested logic where /TIME/ and /SPACE/ are both variables and in addition components of an array (/TIME/,/SPACE/) in which there is a constituent value of the variable of /STATE/. In this case when we analyse the disturbance, a change in /TIME/ preserves a continuity in the /STATE/ at the new (/TIME/,/SPACE/), but a change in /SPACE/ does not. This follows from the logical equivalence here whereby a change in domino /STATE/ at the next spatial position is exactly equivalent to a change in /SPACE/ followed by a change in /STATE/. In this more vir- Firstly, it will be seen that each domino has an associated local spatial /TIME/ -that continues even after the main disturbance has moved on to the next spatial position: time advances as each domino falls to its final horizontal state. Thus, for example, the last domino will register a time of 60 units.
Secondly, if we view the disturbance as an entity itself, there is a slight ambiguity in the identity of that disturbance -since an element change in /STATE/ of 0 → 1 results in both a change in /SPACE/ and a change in /TIME/ which results in a further change in /STATE/. The progress of the disturbance can therefore be said to bifurcate 3 . We will discuss this further in the next example.
Thirdly, the discontinuity in state has considerable importance for constructive and destructive interference: interference is possible only because there is not continuity of /STATE/ over /SPACE/, because in effect the array points to what is located already in that cell, and thus combination and interference can occur.
In order to apply the above methodology to the interrelationships of time, state and space, we first consider carefully these qualities through the invariance of identity of an entity on a microscopic level.
We typically explain that it is the matter but not its position or the time associated with that matter that constitutes its identity. However, at the microscopic level, these features cannot be considered as we might traditionally expect. We will analyse a hypothetical subatomic particle (a theoretical unit of identity particle without sub-components) and consider that it can change in state or in spatial position only. We define the particle in terms of its state h, spatial position s, and time t.
We observe this particle closely from one moment to the next. If nothing at all has changed in the state of the particle 4 then we assert that time will not have progressed from the point of view of the particle, and this, we assert, defines our most stringent notion of invariance.
We make the following assumptions: There cannot logically be a change in time without a change in either state or space. Causally, therefore, for a given entity in a specific fixed spatial position, then with no change in state there can be no change in time. If an entity changes spatial position or changes state, then we assume that either of these changes triggers an increase in a quantity of time. We shall NOT assume that these times are necessarily the same. We shall label them as "state-time" (IFE: /α-TIME/ with a unit of t') and "spatial-time"
(IFE: /β-TIME/ with a unit of t * ) respectively. We shall also define the "total-time" (IFE: /T-TIME/) as a combination of these components (/α-TIME/,/β-TIME/) which we leave deliberately unresolved at this stage 5 .
Example 4: Football Stadium Wave
The propagation of a "Mexican wave" of fans undulating in football stadiums provides a helpful image to enable us to integrate the notion of time into that of the fans themselves, and we shall align this with the analysis above. Here we assume each fan can move through a cycle of discrete states of standing up and sitting down as illustrated in diagram 1.
The most significant different that we shall consider in our analysis compared with the domino example is that there is a change in time triggered by a change in space.
DIAGRAM 1
5 It is a principal purpose of this paper to explain the very great significance of the combination of these two elements for the advance of time.
(Example IFE states represented by a fan standing up and sitting down)
We shall explore the mechanism by which fans propagate a wave to undulate across the stadium. -We assume first of all that the stadium has only two rows A and B 6 . Row A comprises n adjacent fans. In row B we are only concerned with two fans: one at the start of the row and the second at the nth position.
DIAGRAM 2
Row A △△△△△△△△△△△△△△△ → moving fan event
The two fans in Row B (these are simply individual fans bouncing up and down and not interacting with other fans) measure time elapsed whilst remaining spatially stationary by counting state changes. Time elapsed is 6 the lateral effects of entities on each other are significant; however in this paper we shall examine just one spatial dimension.
also measured by the "fan event" in Row A travelling from the position of fan 1 to the position of fan n.
To calculate this, as before, we establish a set elements, rules, triggers and layout governing the interaction of a set of IFEs to model the movement of the disturbance around the stadium. We use IFEs for /STATE/, /SPACE/, and /αTIME/, /βTIME/ and /T-TIME/ as suggested by the previous analysis.
(i) Change in /STATE/(h) over constant /SPACE/ triggers a change in /αTIME/ (st') with a continuity of /STATE/ at the new (/SPACE/,/αTIME/,/βTIME/)
(ii) Change in /αTIME/ (st') over constant /SPACE/ triggers a change in /STATE/(h) (iii) Change in /STATE/(hp) over constant /TIME/ triggers a change in /SPACE/ without continuity of /STATE/ state position at the new (/SPACE/,/αTIME/)
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(iv) Change in /SPACE/ triggers a change in /βTIME/ (t * ) associated with a discontinuous /STATE/ at the new (/SPACE/,/αTIME/,/βTIME/)
These IFE rules are sufficient to define a disturbance which moves with a constant velocity through space and time. It will be noted that the disturbance has inertia and will continue to move indefinitely with this constant velocity (until it interacts with another entity).
The most significant distinction between this and the domino example is the change in /βTIME/ associated with a change in /SPACE/. A helpful 7 it will be noted that this change in state will also have a consequence through IFE rule (i) way to view this is that when there is a change of /αTIME/ through a change in /STATE/ then the fan is holding the clock and this is registered on the front of the clock. However, when /αTIME/ itself moves through /SPACE/ then it cannot measure its own mechanism flying through space, so a second timing system is needed, which is recorded on the back of the clock, which we call βTIME. 
Graph Layout
/αTIME/ /βTIME/ We note the following:
1. All fans move in exactly the same way 2. Each fan can move through a number (potentially infinite) of discrete /STATE/ elements. from the first fan to the nth fan, the distance travelled is nd.
Each activation of a neighbour is instantaneously associated with a
change in /β-TIME/ t * -this is effectively the time taken for the state movement to be propagated from one location to its adjacent position. Since there is a fine gradation in possible speeds, then it appears empirically that t * > t ′ and that generally pst ′ ≫ t * 8 9. The final position of a fan is determined by an interaction. This occurs at a specific /SPACE/ position and /STATE/ element and through a combination of /αTIME/ and /βTIME/ (which we shall define later as the Time Magnitude). Once an interaction has occurred, then all activities of that fan event cease at that time magnitude.
10. We define Speed as the rate of change of Distance over /TIME/. At the maximum speed i.e. where /SPACE/ has a null /STATE/ trigger then we can ignore /αTIME/ and d = ct * c, the speed of light is consequently the constant that connects the smallest possible change in spatial distance d to the smallest quantum increase of spatial-time t * . It is the causal link between a change in /STATE/, a change in /SPACE/ and an associated increase in /βTIME/ which is responsible for the maximum speed of light which occurs when there is a null trigger point p = 0 and there is a change in /SPACE/ but no change in /αTIME/.
11. We define Energy as the rate of change of /STATE/ over /TIME/.
. h, Planck's constant is consequently the constant of the smallest possible quantum increase in state. For a single IFE, then the smallest change in energy ∆e is represented by h st ′ where st' indicates the amount of time to advance a single change in state. 8 We shall see later that were we to have t ′ ∼ t * then possible speeds would be able to reduce only from c to
-which is not the case).
In the event that a change in /STATE/ (ph) triggers both an advance in /αTIME/ t ′ and -because the /SPACE/ trigger point has been passed -a change in /SPACE/ which further causes a change in /βTIME/ (t * ), we must resolve the combined total time /T-TIME/ comprising both of these components.
In order to examine how this /T-TIME/ resolves, we can examine an example from the world around us through the /T-TIME/ for stationary spatially-adjacent observers and a moving entity through adjacent spatial positions:
We compare the time measured by the spatially moving entity for it to move in Row A from adjacent point 1 to point 2, with the time at which an interaction could occur, measured by the stationary entity in row B at point 2. The point of interaction is important, since at this point they will both have in some form the same time and space in common.
For the spatially moving entity, the time experienced is simply the /αTIME/ pst'. However, the total time /T-TIME/ will comprise both /αTIME/ and /βTIME/ -i.e. it will be (pst',t * ) 9 . The challenge is to define the equivalent row.
It is the assertion of this paper that interactions occur at the same Time
Magnitude |T | which we shall define as a form of "distance in time". In order to calculate this Time Magnitude, we cannot simply add t' and t* for these increments do not operate sequentially but simultaneously.
In order to combine these coterminous advances in time, which proceed along different axes of /αTIME/ t' and /βTIME/ t*, into a single distance or total time magnitude, we shall make the following hypothesis: that as for two axes in space these axes in time are orthogonal and hence their combination comprises a simple pythagorean sum. It is remarkable that the consequence of these two orthogonal dimensions of time is both the theories of special relativity and quantum mechanics as will be shown.
Let us consider what occurs in a time of magnitude |T | from a start time 0 where the /SPACE/ trigger point is p = 1.
In the case where the trigger point p is greater than 1 then:
And for a sequence of n spatial movements:
Following a series of n spatial movements, in the final nth spatial position there follows a variable r state movements dependent on the IFE which is interacting with it (note that r may exceed the trigger point i.e. we can have r > p). rst ′ corresponds to the actual detected state of the IFE at the point of its interaction h r . The rst' term depends on the state position at the time of the interaction with another IFE. Since rst' measures /αTIME/ t' then we can form the complete expression for the time magnitude:
It is the occurrence -at the /SPACE/ trigger point -of the bifurcation of identity to both a change in /SPACE/ and its associated change in /βTIME/, and the change in /αTIME/ associated with its change in /STATE/ which results in a fundamental ambiguity for a given magnitude of time: for the purposes of interaction where an entity is located in /SPACE/ and what its /STATE. is.
i.e. Since n and r are variables, there exists a range of alternative combinations of /STATE/ and /SPACE/ positions which can combine to form the same total time magnitude |T | from variable components of αTIME t' and βTIME t * . We can represent this for a fixed |T | of magnitude rst' -assuming a null /SPACE/ trigger point (ie. a photon) -as a "temporal arc" (see diagram 4 below): All points on the temporal arc have the same total T-TIME magnitude.
It is notable that we can represent the /T-TIME/: (/αTIME/,/αTIME/) as a complex vector. We shall use a notation of /βTIME/ (t * ) as real and /αTIME/ (t') as imaginary:
or where z = (p + r/n)s :
Differences in experienced time between moving and stationary entities all stem from the difficulty in measuring t * .
Properties of Interrelating Fluctuating Entities
We can now calculate some properties of interrelating fluctuating entities:
1. The time to travel from one spatial IFE position to another is a complex number (or equivalently a two dimensional vector) where
or, for convenience, where z = (p + r/n)s :
For large n, we can often ignore the residual rst' α-time component in calculations of time magnitude. For increasingly small distances, however, it becomes increasingly significant.
We shall define Frequency f =
The (st') term indicates the amount of time to move from one state position to another.
The speed of propagation
5. A consequent maximum speed is implied for which a wave can theoretically propagate through the medium. This will occur when the trigger point p is zero. i.e.
This is significant 10 as it represents purely the time taken to move spatial distances by an entity where no state changes are occurring. v max is the speed of light c, and the total absence of α-time as a component in the time magnitude explains why such a speed cannot be exceeded and why for an entity travelling at such a speed, we would expect no time to be experienced by that entity at all. Experienced time = α-time = rst ′ . For entities which move at the speed of light, such as the photon itself, time is experienced as static.
10 over a reasonable (any measurable) distance: n ≫ (rst ′ )
5 The Magnitude of the Time Vector (over large distances)
From the Time vector equation: T = n (t* + ı z t') where (for convenience) z = (p + r/n)s
We can calculate the magnitude of this time vector as:
In a sense this simple equation is all we need to express the theory of special relativity, for |T | expresses the total time magnitude and (zt') represents the time "experienced" by the moving IFE. In order to demonstrate how this accords with the familiar model of the theory of relativity, we can further calculate:
we can assert also that for the speed of a photon over a significant distance there is no trigger point (i.e. p=0) and r/n will be comparatively very small with t * then:
Rearranging (7):
Substituting from (8) and (9) into the first part of the expression and rearranging the second part:
Further rearranging the second part:
From which we obtain:
But from (8) and (9) we have:
Substituting this expression into (10) we obtain:
Now in terms of distance travelled x:
Substituting into (12) we arrive at:
Since n(zt') corresponds to τ the amount of time experienced from the perspective of the moving entity (often referred to as the proper time) and |T | corresponds to the time observed by a stationary observer, this is the familiar Einstein-Lorentz expression:
The simplicity and explanatory power of the vector approach in equation (7) is notable by comparison. Even in cases (such as in the calculation of combined velocities detailed in a parallel paper) where there may be an eruption of terms, it provides a fundamentally comprehensible approach, and one which is amenable to computer modelling 11 which is not always the case with Einstein-Lorentz presentations.
It is important to recognise that all our understanding of "relativistic" effects are fundamentally underpinned by time and time alone. Calculations for alterations in distance arise from the perception of measured space through velocities which ultimately refer back to differences in experienced time derived from the difference between combination of /βTIME/ and /αTIME/.
11 Note Appendix
The explanations covered in this paper underpin the theories of relativity and quantum physics -and clarify some confusing aspects of these theories -including why the speed of light has a maximum, perceived differences in experienced time for moving and stationary entities, how the concepts for the speed of light c and Planck's constant h are underpinned more fundamentally by the units of /αTIME/ t' and /βTIME/ t * . A further paper describes the statistical consequences of defined interaction at a specified Time Magnitude and the bifurcation of identity at the point of a change in /SPACE/. Detailed computer models and discussion are available from the author on request.
7 Appendix: Algorithmic computation
The algorithm below provides an illustration only of the great suitability of IFE logic to computer modelling. The example tracks the progress of a single IFE through a continuity of /αTIME/ across space (rather than /STATE/) and outputs positions in /SPACE/,/STATE/,/αTIME/ and /βTIME/ (at the edge of its "universe"). There is not space here to provide details of algorithms for parallel processing for bifurcating continuities or for statistical analysis in interactions; however further details are available on request.
IFE Particle:
LET SPACE = 0, ATIME=0, BTIME=0, STATE=0
DIM UNIVERSE(1000,1000,1000) ' size of universe h=1; d=1 ' planck's constant and unit of space tdash= 4; tstar= 10 ' units of time on ATIME and BTIME axes s=5 ' i.e. energy = .05 units ATIMECHANGE=0; BTIMECHANGE =0 'register of change in time p=5 ' space trigger LOOP STATE = UNIVERSE(SPACE,ATIME,BTIME)
if ATIMECHANGE =1 or BTIMECHANGE =1 then STATE = STATE +h
If ST AT E > 0 then ATIME=ATIME+(s*tdash) AND TIMECHANGE=1
AND UNIVERSE(SPACE,ATIME,BTIME) = h ELSE ATIMECHANGE=0 ' note the AND ensures continuity of STATE if ST AT E > (p * h) then SP ACE = SP ACE + d AND BT IME = BT IME + tstar ELSE BTIMECHANGE = 0 if SPACE=1000 then PRINT SPACE,ATIME,BTIME,STATE; END GOTO LOOP 8 References 
